UNEQUAL QUALITY.

EVEN BEFORE THE FIRST KIMBER® rifle was completed some 37 years ago, manufacturing firearms of unequaled quality was already the singular company goal. Do this, it was reasoned, and everything else will fall in line. On the strength of that commitment, Kimber has become the world’s largest producer of 1911 pistols and the market leader in classic hunting rifles. Recent introductions of dynamic new platforms like Micro 9 and Kel-Tec handguns, along with PepperBlaster less-lethal products, have established Kimber as an innovator as well; a position that will continue to solidify as new firearms and accessories are launched. Quality is the true measure of value. Whether it means accuracy or dependability, the beauty of a finish or the precise fit of wood to metal, quality is an integral part of every Kimber.
Continuing on our ever-evolving quest to build top-quality firearms that meet any need, Kimber has put our signature performance and reliability into both a new line of handguns and the expansion of existing platforms. From concealed carry to professional defense, target shooting to small and big game hunting, Kimber is what all guns should be.

**K6s**
Kimber has evolved the revolver. The K6s .357 Magnum revolver bring an unmatched level of performance to concealed carry. Compact and light with a capacity of 6 rounds, they blend Kimber quality with revolver ergonomics and simple operation.

**Micro .9"**
The Micro .380 ACP pistol has set the bar in the ultra-compact pistol market ever since it made its debut in 2013. Now, Kimber is offering its ultimate carry pistol in 9mm. Weighing 15.6 ounces with a barrel length of 3.1 inches and offering signature Kimber features, the Micro 9 joins the ranks of the best personal protection options in the industry.

**Gold Match™ II**
Delivering a standard of performance unmatched by any other, the Gold Match profile now features 30 lines-per-inch on a flat top slide.

**Two-Tone II & Stainless™ II**
Getting back to basics has never looked so good. These foundational models of the Kimber 1911 product line continue to offer the unrivaled standard features that all Kimber 1911s are built upon, while also featuring new finishes and accents that make these pistols the best value offered by any firearm brand to date.

**TLE™ II**
Known as the ultimate utilitarian workhorse of the Kimber 1911 families, the TLE II is now offered with flat top slide, an integrated mainspring lanyard loop in Custom and Pro models, and aggressively textured G-10 grips—three more reasons why Kimber TLE II 1911s are the number one choice of America’s best.

**Stainless Raptor™ II**
The iconic, striking finishes and features of the Stainless Raptor family are now available in a 9mm package. With three sizes and two calibers to choose from, the Stainless Raptor 1911 family makes ordinary carry extraordinary.

**Amethyst Ultra™ II**
The newest jewel in Kimber's stunning gem-tone collection, the Amethyst Ultra II boasts a highly polished stainless steel slide with amethyst purple PVD coating and cut scroll engraving, amethyst purple PVD-coated small parts, a round heel frame and slim ball-milled Micarta grips.

**Montana™, Adirondack™ & Mountain Ascent™**
No big game rifle comes close to the extreme durability and dependability of the quintessential Montana. All that you have come to expect from this rifle is now elevated by the addition of a barrel threaded for muzzle brakes and/or suppressors. Adirondack™ rifles wear the new Gore™ Optifade™ Elevated II pattern, and a variety of calibers have been added to the Montana, Adirondack and Mountain Ascent families.

**Micro 9™**
The Micro .380 ACP pistol has set the bar in the ultra-compact pistol market ever since it made its debut in 2013. Now, Kimber is offering its ultimate carry pistol in 9mm. Weighing 15.6 ounces with a barrel length of 3.1 inches and offering signature Kimber features, the Micro 9 joins the ranks of the best personal protection options in the industry.

**Made in America**
TRUST IS NOT GIVEN LIGHTLY.
IT’S EARNED IN THE FIELD.
MULTIPLE USE

These firearms are suitable for use in a variety of places, in and outside of the home.

TARGET

The features on these firearms make them an excellent choice for duty carry.

LE

Each of these pistols overlaps the image of a full-size 1911 for comparison.

KimberAmerica.com/1911

Handgun Selection Guide

Solo®

9mm pistols have ergonomics similar to that of a 1911 for comfortable and intuitive handling. With an aluminum frame and stainless-steel slide they are among the smallest and most powerful pocket pistols available. Each Solo® features an ambidextrous thumb safety and magazine release, properly dimensioned sights and a smooth, consistent trigger pull. There is no compromise between size, accuracy and power.

• Short 2.7-inch barrel for maximum concealability
• Weighing just 17 ounces, Solos are among the smallest and lightest steel/polymer guns in their class
• 9mm ergonomics
• Available in 8 models, all in 9mm

Micro

.380 ACP and 9mm pistols include many proven 1911 design elements that make them comfortable to carry, quick and safe to operate, and easy to shoot accurately. With a starting weight of 13.4 ounces and barrel length of 2.75 inches they are ideal for concealed carry. Mide 380 ACP or 9mm recoil, smooth single-action trigger pull and well-designed sights make them a pleasure to shoot. They are also a perfect fit for any size hand.

• Short 2.25-inch barrel and thin profile enhance concealability
• With a starting weight of 13.4 ounces, Micro pistols are easy to carry
• Smaller grip dimensions provide a good fit for all hand sizes

K6S models have a 6-round capacity, compact frame and cylinder and 2-inch barrel. There is an internal hammer and edges are rounded and blended so they are less likely to hang up on clothing. For those that require power in a small package with mild recoil the K6s fits the bill as it is designed to handle both .357 Magnum and .38 Special +P ammunition. This makes them ideal for back up or concealed carry.

• Compact 6-round capacity cylinder
• 2-inch barrel
• Ergonomic grip design for easy recoil control
• Available in 2 models and handles 2 calibers

Ultra models are easy to conceal and comfortable to carry with their 5-inch bull barrels and short grips. Most frames are made from aluminum rather than steel to reduce weight. While light pistols do have a slight increase in felt recoil, this is minimized by Kimber’s recoil system and unequalled 1911 ergonomics. Ultra pistols are the smallest and lightest 1911 pistols offered today, but Kimber quality ensures this does not compromise either dependability or accuracy.

• Barrel is just 3 inches long for easiest concealment
• Short grip for concealability and comfortable carry
• Most Ultra models weigh just 25 ounces

Ultra+

models combine the 5-inch barrel and light weight of Ultra models with a full-length grip for improved recoil control. They are a better fit for shooters with large hands and accept full-length magazines with additional capacity. Weighting just 27 ounces, 2 ounces more than an Ultra, the increased control provided by the full-length grip is a significant advantage for many shooters, improving accuracy and reducing time between shots.

• Barrel is just 3 inches long for easiest concealment
• Full-length grip fits shooters with larger hands
• Weighting just 27 ounces, Ultra pistols are easy to carry
• Available in 2 models, both in .45 ACP

Compact models blend the short grip of the Ultra with the longer 5-inch barrel of Pro models, the reverse of the Ultra configuration. The longer barrel increases the distance between the sights for more consistent aiming. It also gives an increase in barrel weight, which improves balance and reduces felt recoil. Compact models are ideal for shooters with smaller hands and work well for concealed carry or home defense.

• Barrel is 4 inches long for better balance and extra velocity
• Short grip for easier carry and concealment
• Lighter weight for more comfortable carry
• Available in 1 model in .45 ACP

Pro models may be the best all-around 1911 configuration, combining a 5-inch barrel with a full-length grip. One is certain to be an ideal choice for concealed carry, personal defense or general use. Some have lightweight aluminum frames while others have heavy steel frames, and two even have the Kimber Tactical Rail™ for mounting lights and accessories. All have a near-perfect balance that makes shooting them easy, accurate and fun.

• Barrel is 4 inches long to optimize balance and concealability
• Full-length grip fits shooters with larger hands
• Frame options permit a modular selection that meets any need
• Available in 27 models and 3 calibers

Custom models are full-size 1911 pistols, featuring a 5-inch barrel and full-length grip. The more popular configuration, they are favored by law enforcement professionals and competition shooters. Slightly heavier and with a greater distance between sights, they are easier to shoot accurately and have reduced felt recoil. The slim profile and outstanding 1911 ergonomics make them ideal for duty, personal defense and general use.

• Full-length grip fits shooters with larger hands
• Barrel is 5 inches long for optimal velocity and accuracy
• Wide selection of models for any application
• Available in 64 models and 5 calibers

Suggested Use Icons

HOME DEFENSE

The features and size of these handguns are well-suited for in-home defense.

MULTIPLE USE

These firearms are suitable for use in a variety of places, in and outside of the home.

CARRY

Ideal for concealed carry, these firearms are the best choice for personal defense situations.
Kimber® builds the world’s finest 1911 pistols to the tightest tolerances right here in America. Moreover, each critical component is manufactured inside the Kimber factories; getting it right means doing it yourself. The finest raw materials form the foundation and Kimber does the rest, ensuring every part meets unequaled standards. America’s best shooters, including legendary SWAT units and United States Marines assigned to Special Operations Command have chosen Kimber for its quality, dependability and accuracy. So should you. Descriptions of each Kimber 1911 family of pistols are presented throughout the following pages. To locate your nearest Kimber Master Dealer or find complete descriptions of each model pictured in this catalog, visit kimberamerica.com.

1911 Pistols

**TWO-TONE II**

Each part is manufactured to the tightest tolerances and fit together by hand.

Please note: a “II” in the model name designates the Kimber Firing Pin Safety.

**ULTRA CARRY II (TWO-TONE)**

Two-tone slide and frame finish

Chamber and barrel are machined from solid stainless steel to critical match grade dimensions

Brush-polished slide flats

Kimber’s match-grade trigger breaks crisp and clean at 4-5 pounds

Three hole trigger

Three hole trigger

**PRO CARRY II (TWO-TONE)**

Rosewood grips feature the Kimber logo

The Stainless and Pro Carry HD are built entirely from stainless steel while the Pro and Ultra models have stainless steel slides and lightweight aluminum frames. Combine these foundations with the slim nature of the 1911 and you have the cornerstone in carry and concealability.

**STAINLESS II**

Each part is manufactured to the tightest tolerances and fit together by hand.

Chamber and barrel are machined from solid stainless steel to critical match grade dimensions

Kimber’s match-grade trigger breaks crisp and clean at 4-5 pounds

Three hole trigger

**STAINLESS II**

The accuracy, dependability and renowned Kimber features of this family set the standard against which all other 1911 brands and models are measured. Their legendary performance has made Kimber the world’s largest producer of 1911 pistols. The Stainless and Pro Carry HD are built entirely from stainless steel while the Pro and Ultra models have stainless steel slides and lightweight aluminum frames. Combine these foundations with the slim nature of the 1911 and you have the cornerstone in carry and concealability.

**THE FEATURES DETAILED ABOVE ARE OFFERED IN ADDITION TO THE STANDARD FEATURES FOUND ON EVERY KIMBER 1911 LISTED ON PAGE 8.**

**MODEL**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ITEM</th>
<th>CALIBER</th>
<th>BARREL</th>
<th>WEIGHT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>200334</td>
<td>.45 ACP</td>
<td>5”</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200320</td>
<td>.45 ACP</td>
<td>3”</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200333</td>
<td>.45 ACP</td>
<td>4”</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200332</td>
<td>9mm</td>
<td>5”</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200301</td>
<td>9mm</td>
<td>3”</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200321</td>
<td>9mm</td>
<td>4”</td>
<td>8.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A complete presentation of specifications and features begins on page 14.

**GETTING BACK TO BASICS** has never looked so good. The Kimber Two-Tone family has no-nonsense features that promote intuitive operation and absolute dependability, including lowered and flared ejection ports, machined dovetail mounted sights and edges that are rounded and blended for comfortable carry. The classic two-tone slide and frame finish is accented by rosewood grips. Offering two caliber options in all three sizes, this Kimber 1911 is a perfect choice for concealed carry or personal defense.

**CUSTOM II (TWO-TONE)**

**PRO CARRY II (TWO-TONE)**

**STAINLESS II**

**STAINLESS II**

**STAINLESS II**

**STAINLESS II**

**STAINLESS II**

**STAINLESS TARGET II**
THE TLE (Tactical Law Enforcement) family of pistols is ideal for duty carry, tactical applications and personal protection. Newly updated for 2016, this group of 1911s features an integrated mainspring lanyard slot, aggressive G-10 grips and a flat top slide. Created for and in cooperation with law enforcement and military experts, TLE models are professional tools outfitted with performance-enhancing features that also meet the defensive pistol needs of civilians. Available with barrels threaded for suppression and a variety of rail and caliber options, the TLE family offers a configuration that meets almost any requirement. When you carry a Kimber, you carry with absolute confidence.

The features detailed above are offered in addition to the standard features found on every Kimber 1911 listed on page 8.

A complete presentation of specifications and features begins on page 58.
GOLD MATCH II

Gold Match® II

Gold Match™ II

Stainless Gold Match™ II

Team Match® II

Team Match™ II

RIMFIRE

RIMFIRE SUPER

RIMFIRE TARGET CONVERSION KIT

RIMFIRE COMPACT CONVERSION KIT

Accuracy guarantee of 5 shots, 25 yds., 1.5 inch group or less

The features detailed above are offered in addition to the standard features found on every Kimber 1911 listed on page 8.

The Rimfire Super has the same features and unequalled performance as centerfire 1911s. Shooting a rimfire is an effective way to teach new shooters and enhance the training of others, regardless of their level of experience. Our Rimfire Target Conversion Kit (fits 4- and 5-inch barrel models) and Rimfire Compact Conversion Kit (fits 5- and 4-inch barrel models) are compatible with Kimber and most other MIL-SPEC 1911 pistols. The Rimfire Super and conversion kits are designed to operate with high velocity .22 LR ammunition. Adding a Rimfire Conversion Kit to any 1911 gives you two pistols in one and pays for itself in just a few hundred rounds.

The Rimfire Super and conversion kits are designed to operate with high velocity .22 LR ammunition. Adding a Rimfire Conversion Kit to any 1911 gives you two pistols in one and pays for itself in just a few hundred rounds.
**WARRIOR®**

**HAVING CONFIDENCE** in a carry pistol is critical. Every Crimson Carry pistol has a lightweight aluminum frame for easy carry, and each is fitted with Crimson Trace Lasergrips® that project a bright red or green dot visible in virtually any light. Crimson Trace Lasergrips® are the finest laser sights available, providing a significant psychological and practical application that increases both speed and accuracy under stress. The combination of Crimson Trace Lasergrips® with Kimber quality and dependability makes Crimson Carry pistols an unbeatable value. Available in three sizes, these pistols are ideal for personal defense, concealed carry and home defense.

**THE FEATURES DETAILED ABOVE ARE OFFERED IN ADDITION TO THE STANDARD FEATURES FOUND ON EVERY KIMBER 1911 LISTED ON PAGE 8.**

**CRIMSON CARRY II**

**THE FEATURES DETAILED ABOVE ARE OFFERED IN ADDITION TO THE STANDARD FEATURES FOUND ON EVERY KIMBER 1911 LISTED ON PAGE 8.**

**Ultra Crimson Carry™ II**
- **Model**: Ultra Crimson Carry™ II
- **Caliber**: .45 ACP
- **Barrel**: 3 inches
- **Weight**: 42 ounces

**Pro Crimson Carry™ II**
- **Model**: Pro Crimson Carry™ II
- **Caliber**: .45 ACP
- **Barrel**: 3 inches
- **Weight**: 42 ounces

**Custom Crimson Carry™ II**
- **Model**: Custom Crimson Carry™ II
- **Caliber**: .45 ACP
- **Barrel**: 5 inches
- **Weight**: 531 ounces

**Warrior®**

**Warrior Models Are Highly Refined** technical pistols loaded with features that enhance real-world performance — they are the realization of the 1911 as a tool of military and law enforcement. The Kimber Tactical Rail permits the quick and secure mounting of accessories, Tactical Wedge or suppressor-height night sights (depending on model). Standard features include a military-length guide rod for quick field takedown, tough KimPro® II self-lubricating finish, ambidextrous thumb safety and a lanyard ring for additional retention options. Warrior models are offered in a variety of finish options and two are available with barrels threaded for suppression, making this family of pistols the perfect choice for personal protection or home defense.

**KimPro II Finish** offers outstanding additional resistance to chemicals, moisture, salt and UV light.

**Lanyard Ring** and bumped grip safety

**Ambidextrous Thumb Safety**

**Kimber Tactical Rail** permits quick and secure accessory attachment

**G-10 Grips**

**Tactical Wedge or suppressor-height night sights** (depending on model)

**All three sizes are available with either a red or green laser**

**Elegant two-tone, non-reflective finish**

**Crimson Trace Lasergrips®** wear an exclusive rosewood finish with classic 1911 double diamond checkering and the Kimber logo.
THE MASTER CARRY FAMILY of .45 ACP pistols combine Kimber performance and popular concealed carry features into one extraordinary package. Tactical Wedge tritium night sights, a Round Heel Frame with serrated mainspring housing and Crimson Trace Master Series Lasergrips™ are all standard. KimPro® II finish on the slide provides additional resistance to moisture and rounded edges on the frame and slide will not snag clothing or holsters. The Master Carry Custom has a stainless steel frame, while the Master Carry Pro and the Master Carry Ultra have lightweight aluminum frames. Whichever you choose, any member of the Master Carry family is sure to meet every need.

THE FEATURES DETAILED ABOVE ARE OFFERED IN ADDITION TO THE STANDARD FEATURES FOUND ON EVERY KIMBER 1911 LISTED ON PAGE 8.

A complete presentation of specifications and features begins on page 58.

TACTICAL MODELS have all the performance-enhancing features demanded by law enforcement and cover every application from concealed carry to tactical response. Their frames wear KimPro® II, a premium finish that is self-lubricating and extremely resistant to moisture. Checkering on the front strap and under the trigger guard, tritium night sights, extended ambidextrous thumb safety and a beveled magazine well are among the no-nonsense features of every Tactical. All have rounded and beveled edges that will not snag on clothing or hang up on holsters. Available in multiple calibers, Tactical pistols have either machined aluminum or steel frames and the Tactical Entry II features the Kimber Tactical Rail. No pistol equals a 1911 for defense or tactical application; here performance and dependability are what count.

A complete presentation of specifications and features begins on page 58.

MODEL | ITEM | CALIBER | BARREL | WEIGHT
---|---|---|---|---
MASTER CARRY Ultra™ | 30000284 | .45 ACP | 3 1/2" | 5 3/8
MASTER CARRY Pro™ | 30000283 | .45 ACP | 4 2/8" | 5 3/8
MASTER CARRY Custom™ | 30000282 | .45 ACP | 5 3/8" | 5 3/8
Tactical Ultra™ II | 3200138 | .45 ACP | 3 2/6" | 4 2/9
Tactical Pro™ II | 3200143 | .45 ACP | 4 2/9" | 4 2/9
Tactical Pro™ II | 3200120 | 9mm | 4 2/9" | 4 2/9
Tactical Custom™ II | 3200137 | .45 ACP | 5 3/2" | 5 3/2
Tactical Custom HD™ II | 3200197 | .45 ACP | 5 3/9" | 5 3/9
Tactical Entry™ II | 3200199 | .45 ACP | 5 40" | 5 40
COVERT II

COVERT II .45 ACP PISTOLS are the perfect combination of lightweight and meaningful features. Along with an aluminum frame, Covert pistols feature both Crimson Trace Lasergrips® and Tactical Wedge tritium night sights, two sight systems that will ensure you find your target regardless of light conditions. The 30 lines-per-inch front strap checkering with a bordered base guarantees a positive grip even with cold, wet or gloved hands. The Carry Mel™ treatment contours, rounds and blends all edges so they will not snag on clothing or holsters. A bumped and grooved beavertail grip safety provides control under stress and the mainspring with lanyard loop add an extra level of control. Kimber Covert quality ensures unequaled accuracy and dependability; there is no reason to be afraid of the dark.

KIMBER ECLIPSE PISTOLS have a brush-polished finish over a blackened stainless slide and frame; matte black small parts provide an appropriate finishing touch. Custom Shop additions include 30 lines-per-inch checkering on the front strap and a Premium Aluminum Trigger™. While the Eclipse finish is striking, performance is what matters. All models are chambered in .45 ACP while the Eclipse Custom II is also available in 10mm and the Eclipse Target II is also available in .38 Super. The Eclipse Ultra II (LG) is special in that it is one of only two 3-inch Kimber 1911 pistols to have a stainless steel frame; most have aluminum. Three models are available with Slatewood Crimson Trace Lasergrips®. Performance has never looked so good.

THE FEATURES DETAILED ABOVE ARE OFFERED IN ADDITION TO THE STANDARD FEATURES FOUND ON EVERY KIMBER 1911 LISTED ON PAGE 8.
CDP (CUSTOM DEFENSE PACKAGE) pistols combine all the best carry features into a package that gives them their name. Adding these features during production reduces the price of these pistols by over $600, making them an incredible value.

Up top are tritium night sights dovetail mounted on a stainless steel slide, and the lightweight aluminum frame has 30 lines-per-inch checkering on the front strap and trigger guard. The frame also wears a KimPro® II finish that is self-lubricating and resistant to moisture and salt. The Carry Melt™ treatment rounds and blends edges so they will not hang up on clothing.

Available in six sizes for any concealed carry or personal defense application, CDP pistols have no equal for carry and defense — just what you expect from Kimber.

**THE FEATURES DETAILED ABOVE ARE OFFERED IN ADDITION TO THE STANDARD FEATURES FOUND ON EVERY KIMBER 1911 LISTED ON PAGE 8.**

**THE FRAME ALSO WEARS A KimPro® II FINISH THAT IS SELF-LUBRICATING AND RESISTANT TO MOISTURE AND SALT. THE CARRY MELT™ TREATMENT BLENDS EDGES SO THEY WILL NOT HANG UP ON CLOTHING. AVAILABLE IN SIX SIZES FOR ANY CONCEALED CARRY OR PERSONAL DEFENSE APPLICATION, CDP PISTOLS HAVE NO EQUAL FOR CARRY AND DEFENSE — JUST WHAT YOU EXPECT FROM KIMBER.**

**SHOOTERS WITH SMALL HANDS are often forced to compromise for self-defense carry because the grip of a semi-automatic can be too large. The Aegis 9mm is built to fit small hands. Beyond a perfect fit, Aegis models have the natural pointability, reduced recoil, crisp trigger pull, safety features and accuracy of a Kimber 1911. Aegis models feature thin rosewood grips, altered controls and rounded edges that make them easy to shoot. Custom features include Tactical Wedge tritium night sights, flat top slide, 30 lines-per-inch front strap checkering and a premium KimPro® II finish that is resistant to moisture. With a Kimber Aegis, compromise is a thing of the past.**

**A complete presentation of specifications and features begins on page 58.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODEL</th>
<th>ITEM</th>
<th>CALIBER</th>
<th>BARREL</th>
<th>WEIGHT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ultra Aegis® II</td>
<td>3200159</td>
<td>9mm</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pro Aegis® II</td>
<td>3200164</td>
<td>9mm</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Custom Aegis® II</td>
<td>3200163</td>
<td>9mm</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ultra CDP™ II</td>
<td>3200182</td>
<td>9mm</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ultra CDP™ II (LG)*</td>
<td>3200240</td>
<td>45 ACP</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ultra+ CDP™ II</td>
<td>3200267</td>
<td>45 ACP</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compact CDP™ II</td>
<td>3200056</td>
<td>45 ACP</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pro CDP™ II</td>
<td>3200055</td>
<td>45 ACP</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pro CDP™ II</td>
<td>3200322</td>
<td>9mm</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Custom CDP™ II</td>
<td>3200018</td>
<td>45 ACP</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*A includes Crimson Trace Lasergrips®.
RAPTOR II

RAPTOR PISTOLS take their name from a combination of aggressive slide and frame serrations, feathered logo grips and special scaled texturing accents. While this patented design is unique, the features, dependability and accuracy are pure Kimber. Tritium night sights, ambidextrous thumb safety and a bumped and grooved grip safety are all standard with the Raptor family. The quality of the Kimber 1911 rivals America’s finest pistolsmiths; hold a Raptor and see for yourself.

STAINLESS ULTRA RAPTOR II
NEW

SUPER CARRY

SUPER CARRY .45 ACP PISTOLS establish a new standard for concealed carry and personal defense. They were designed with a single purpose: to be the finest concealed carry pistols ever offered. Two distinct versions are available; Super Carry models have a lightweight aluminum frame while the Super Carry HD (Heavy Duty) models have a stainless steel frame. All have specialized features like night sights with cocking shoulder, directionally engaging slide serrations for positive operation and a Round Heel Frame for snag-free and comfortable carry. There is no better pistol to have on your side.
NEW KIMBER CONTINUES IN ITS TRADITION of providing custom finishes and features that stand out in a crowd. Making a statement above and beyond the ordinary, the Kimber Custom Shop offers striking gem tone finishes with the quality and dependability you expect. The entire gem tone line features polished PVD-finished slides and small parts. Slides are accentuated by intricate engraving and topped with tritium night sights. Coordinating grips are slim, allowing for increased hand contact for any size of hand. With Kimber, performance and reliability are not compromised when unique finishing details are desired.

1911 PISTOLS

SAPPHIRE PRO II
- Highly polished stainless steel slide with sapphire blue PVD coating and cut scroll engraving and border
- Mirror polished stainless small parts
- Ball-milled grooves on front strap
- Thin ball-milled G-10 grips
- Ambidextrous safety and Tactical Wedge night sights

SAPPHIRE ULTRA II
- Highly polished stainless steel slide with sapphire blue PVD coating and cut scroll engraving and border
- Mirror polished stainless small parts
- Ball-milled grooves on front strap
- Thin ball-milled aluminum grips
- Ambidextrous safety and Tactical Wedge night sights

AMETHYST ULTRA II
- Highly polished stainless steel slide with amethyst purple PVD coating and cut scroll engraving and border
- Amethyst purple PVD-coated small parts
- Ball-milled grooves on front strap
- Thin ball-milled G-10 grips
- Ambidextrous safety and Tactical Wedge night sights

DIAMOND ULTRA II
- Mirror polished stainless steel slide with cut scroll engraving and border
- Mirror polished stainless small parts
- Ball-milled grooves on front strap
- Thin ball-milled G-10 grips
- Ambidextrous safety and Tactical Wedge night sights

STAINLESS II (CLASSIC ENGRAVED EDITION)
• Full coverage vine and leaf tool engraving with stipple relief on frame and slide
• Accent-engraved mainspring housing
• High-grade wood grips with ivory Micarta checkered inlay

The features detailed above and on the opposite page are offered in addition to the standard features found on every Kimber 1911 listed on page 8.
EACH UNIQUE MODEL found in the Kimber Custom Shop Collection is superlative in every respect, from features to accuracy to dependability. They are the finest representatives of their class. Each pistol is pictured on these pages with a list of their key features; for more information on each model please visit kimberamerica.com or call (888) 243-4522. From the new Super Match™ II designed for competition to the enhanced concealed carry features of the RCP™ II (LG) and every form of function and elegant style in between, these are collectively the finest 1911 pistols available today.

**NEW**

Accuracy guarantee of 5 shots, 25 yards, 1-inch group or less

**CUSTOM SHOP**

The features detailed above and on the opposite page are offered in addition to the standard features found on every Kimber 1911 listed on page 8.

![Pistol Features](image)

- Kimber Tactical Rail
- Stainless steel slide and frame
- Kimber Pro® II finish and aggressive slide serrations
- Extended magazine well and ambidextrous thumb safety

A complete presentation of specifications and features begins on page 58.

*Includes Crimson Trace Lasergrips®*
MICRO .380 ACP AND 9MM PISTOLS bring an unmatched level of safety, dependability and performance to concealed carry. Small and light, they blend Kimber quality with superior 1911 ergonomics and simple operation. Mild recoil and a smooth single-action trigger pull make them a pleasure to shoot.

With a starting weight and barrel length of 13.4 ounces and 2.75 inches respectively, Kimber Micro .380 ACP and 9mm pistols are easy to carry and conceal. Micro barrels are machined from stainless steel for superior resistance to moisture, and all Micro frames are shaped from the finest aluminum for integrity and strength. In many respects a miniature 1911, the Micro offers important design advantages like a single-action trigger with a short, smooth pull that ensures accuracy and builds confidence. Its thumb safety, slide stop and magazine release are pure 1911 as well. Standard features include a lowered and flared ejection port for flawless ejection and a beveled magazine well for fast, positive loading. Sights are steel — not plastic — and mounted in machined dovetails for additional integrity. Each Micro includes a flush-fitting 6- or extended 7-round magazine. Ideal for all shooters including those with small hands and those who insist on mild recoil, Micro provides power for concealed carry, home protection and many other applications in our smallest platform yet. Best of all, they offer unequaled Kimber quality, dependability and performance.

SUPERIOR FEATURES AND DETAILS FOUND ON EVERY KIMBER MICRO PISTOL

- Large steel sights mounted in dovetails machined into the slide provide superior strength
- Thumb safety (not pictured) is serrated for smooth, positive operation
- Overall weight starting at 13.4 ounces makes the Micro comfortable to carry
- Beveled magazine well aids in fast and easy loading
- Stainless steel barrel increases resistance to moisture
- 2.75- to 3.1-inch barrel allows for easy concealability
- Steel or stainless steel slide, checkered slide stop
- Lowered and flared ejection port allows for flawless ejection
- Machined aluminum frame enhances performance and durability
- Offered in .380 ACP and 9mm

ON THE FOLLOWING PAGES YOU WILL FIND MODEL DETAILS UNIQUE TO EACH MODEL IN ADDITION TO THE FEATURES OUTLINED ON THIS PAGE.
The Micro Family of pistols put legendary Kimber dependability into a small 1911-style platform. Mild recoil and simple operation make these pistols an ideal choice for many shooters. Nineteen models are available, providing a selection of features that meet virtually any need. For 2016, the Micro 9 is welcomed as the top choice in 9mm personal protection. Collectively, they are the finest ultra-compact .380 ACP and 9mm hammer-fired pistols anyone can carry.

The features detailed above and on the opposite page are offered in addition to the standard features found on every Micro listed on page 30.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODEL</th>
<th>ITEM</th>
<th>CALIBER</th>
<th>BARREL</th>
<th>WEIGHT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>MICRO 9 STAINLESS</strong></td>
<td>300080</td>
<td>.380 ACP</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>13 .4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MICRO 9 TWO-TONE</strong></td>
<td>300088</td>
<td>.380 ACP</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>13 .4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MICRO RCP</strong></td>
<td>300090</td>
<td>.380 ACP</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>13 .4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MICRO 9 CRIMSON CARRY</strong></td>
<td>300092</td>
<td>.380 ACP</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>13 .4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MICRO CDP</strong></td>
<td>300094</td>
<td>.380 ACP</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>13 .4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MICRO DIAMOND</strong></td>
<td>300095</td>
<td>.380 ACP</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>13 .4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MICRO SAPPHIRE</strong></td>
<td>300096</td>
<td>.380 ACP</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>13 .4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MICRO RAPTOR</strong></td>
<td>300097</td>
<td>.380 ACP</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>13 .4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MICRO ADVOCATE</strong></td>
<td>300098</td>
<td>.380 ACP</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>13 .4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MICRO DC</strong></td>
<td>300099</td>
<td>.380 ACP</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>13 .4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Includes Crimson Trace Lasergrips. A complete presentation of specifications and features begins on page 30.
SOLO® PISTOLS COMBINE KIMBER QUALITY and 9mm power in a package that weighs just 17 ounces. Borrowing proven 1911 ergonomics, they also have natural pointability that improve speed and accuracy while making them comfortable to shoot. No other ultra-compact striker-fired pistol can match the performance of a Kimber Solo®.

WITH A BARREL LENGTH OF JUST 2.7 INCHES, Solo® pistols are perfect for backup and concealed carry. Features taken from 1911 pistols also make them exceptionally safe. A manual ambidextrous thumb safety, checkered slide release lever and ambidextrous magazine release button enable fast and intuitive operation. Then there is the double action striker-fired trigger that provides a smooth, consistent pull. All Solo® frames are machined from the finest aluminum, while slides and barrels are cut from stainless steel. Edges are rounded and blended so they cannot hang up, slide serrations are deep, and the large sights are quick to target. With a design so innovative it holds several patents, the critical advantages of Solo® create a new standard of performance.

KEY FEATURES AND DETAILS THAT ARE FOUND ON ALL KIMBER SOLO® PISTOLS:

- Properly dimensioned sights for quick sight picture
- Low bore axis provides better recoil control
- Loaded Chamber Indicator Port®
- Slide locks open on an empty magazine, allowing for speedy operation
- Manual ambidextrous thumb safety and magazine release
- Smooth, consistent trigger pull
- Machined aluminum frame enhances durability
- On the following pages you will find model details unique to each model in addition to the features outlined on this page.

MADE IN AMERICA

SOLO® PISTOLS

OPTIMIZED PERFORMANCE IN ITS MOST COMPACT FORMS.
THE KIMBER SOLO® is the most accurate, shootable and dependable ultra-compact pistol available today, delivering on size and power and specifically designed to fire high-pressure 9mm defensive ammunition. Kimber engineers pushed the limits of physics and geometry to create a ground-breaking platform with unrivaled performance, putting each Solo® model in a class by itself.

Dovetail-mounted 3-dot sights are standard.

Stainless steel slide and barrel provide additional resistance to the elements. Premium 7075-T6 aluminum frames are light and tough.

Ambidextrous thumb safety and magazine release button speed operation.

THE FEATURES DETAILED ABOVE AND ON THE OPPOSITE PAGE ARE OFFERED IN ADDITION TO THE STANDARD FEATURES FOUND ON EVERY SOLO LISTED ON PAGE 34.

SOLO AMMUNITION

SOLO CARRY with Rosewood Grips
- Stainless steel slide and barrel
- Matte black and satin silver finishes
- 3-dot sights
- Rosewood grips with Solo® logo

SOLO SAPPHIRE
- Polished blue PVD finish on slide and barrel
- Matte black and satin silver finishes
- Rosewood grips with Solo® logo
- Tritium night sights
- Front and back strap checkering
- Elegantly engraved slide
- Beavertail G10 grips

SOLO CARRY
- Stainless steel slide and barrel
- Matte black and satin silver finishes
- 3-dot sights

SOLO CARRY DC
- Carry Melt™ treatment
- DLC finish on slide and barrel
- Tritium night sights
- Horizontal front and back strap serrations

SOLO CARRY DC (LG)*
- Stainless steel slide and barrel
- Matte black and satin silver finishes
- 3-dot sights
- Rosewood Crimson Trace Lasergrips®

SOLO CARRY with Rosewood Grips
- Stainless steel slide and barrel
- Matte black and satin silver finishes
- 3-dot sights
- Rosewood Crimson Trace Lasergrips®

SOLO CARRY CDP (LG)*
- Stainless steel slide and barrel
- Matte black and satin silver finishes
- 3-dot sights
- Front and back strap checkering
- Beavertail G10 grips

SOLO CARRY with Rosewood Grips
- Stainless steel slide and barrel
- Matte black and satin silver finishes
- 3-dot sights
- Rosewood Crimson Trace Lasergrips®

SOLO CARRY with Rosewood Grips
- Stainless steel slide and barrel
- Matte black and satin silver finishes
- 3-dot sights
- Rosewood Crimson Trace Lasergrips®

SOLO CARRY with Rosewood Grips
- Stainless steel slide and barrel
- Matte black and satin silver finishes
- 3-dot sights
- Rosewood Crimson Trace Lasergrips®

† Includes Crimson Trace Lasergrips®.

A complete presentation of specifications and features begins on page 60.
KIMBER HAS EVOLVED THE REVOLVER. The K6s™ revolvers bring an unmatched level of performance and shootability to concealed carry. Compact and light with the smallest .357 Magnum cylinder ever offered, light no-stack trigger, blended with superior ergonomics and simple operation. Let Kimber reintroduce you to the revolver.

THE KIMBER K6s™ IS THE MOST ACCURATE, shootable and dependable compact revolver available today. Delivering on size and power, the K6s is the smallest 6-shot revolver on the market today that is specifically designed to fire .357 Magnum defensive ammunition. Mild recoil and a smooth double-action trigger pull make them a pleasure to shoot. Kimber engineers pushed the envelope to create the smallest and most comfortable .357 Magnum ever. 

- Removable front and rear sights
- Concealable profile with sicround cylinder designed to minimal dimensions
- Light, smooth no-stack double-action trigger
- Small and light, the K6s weighs in at 23 ounces
- Recessed chambers
- Shooter-friendly ergonomics with push button cylinder release
- Serrated back strap

KEY FEATURES AND DETAILS THAT ARE FOUND ON ALL KIMBER K6S REVOLVERS:
With the smallest cylinder capable of holding 6 rounds of .357 Magnum (also compatible with .38 Special), K6s™ compact revolvers are ideal for backup, concealed carry and home defense. The small frame, two-inch barrel and 1.39-inch diameter cylinders are machined from the finest stainless steel for superior integrity, strength and resistance to moisture. The K6s offers important design features like an advanced double-action trigger with a short, smooth, no-stack trigger that creates confidence while ensuring accuracy. The hammer is internal and edges are rounded and blended so they cannot hang up when the revolver is removed from concealment. For those who require a small package with mild recoil, K6s provides the power needed for concealed carry, home protection and many other applications. Best of all, they offer unequaled Kimber quality, dependability and performance.

The features detailed above are in addition to the standard features found on every K6s.

**K6s REVOLVERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODEL</th>
<th>ITEM</th>
<th>CALIBER</th>
<th>BARREL</th>
<th>HEIGHT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>K6s™ Stainless</td>
<td>340000</td>
<td>.357 Mag</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K6s™ Stainless (LG)</td>
<td>340000</td>
<td>.357 Mag</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
RIFLES

IT’S NOT JUST HUNTING.
**RIFLE SELECTION GUIDE**

Custom Details and Features Found standard on all Kimber rifles:

- **Straight comb stock design projects recoil into the shoulder, not up and over or into the cheekbone.**
- **Positive 3-position wing safety with serrated lever is the finest ever designed.**
- **Adjustable match grade triggers break clean at 3-4 pounds.**
- **Four actions are designed around caliber families so you never have to carry more weight than you need.**
- **Pillar and/or glass bedding provides strength and accuracy.**
- **Each proportioned action gives near perfect balance for fast, positive aiming.**

Kimber was founded in 1979, and its rifles have been favored by discriminating hunters and shooters ever since. Kimber offers a wide selection of classic sporting, hard-core hunting, unique varmint and no-compromise tactical rifles. Each is based on an action size designed with minimal dimensions for the cartridges family. Accuracy is the best measure of rifle quality, and reliability follows. Each rifle is manufactured under the Kimber SUB MOA Accuracy Standard.

**On the following pages you will find model details unique to each model in addition to the features outlined on this page.**

Kimber rifles offer a combination of features that set them apart from other production brands. Barrels, chambers and triggers are crafted with critical match grade dimensions for unmatched accuracy. Pillar and glass bedding add strength and ensure that nothing shifts under recoil or during rough use. Walnut stocks are finished and checkered by hand, and reinforced carbon fiber stocks are the finest worn by any production rifle. Descriptions with critical match grade dimensions for unmatched accuracy. Pillar and glass bedding add strength and ensure that nothing shifts under recoil or during.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Calibers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>84M</strong></td>
<td>.300 Win. Mag., .30-06 Sprfd., .308 Win., .300 WSM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>84L</strong></td>
<td>.30-06 Sprfd., .308 Win.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>84M</strong></td>
<td>.300 Win. Mag., .30-06 Sprfd., .308 Win., .300 WSM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>8400 MAGNUM</strong></td>
<td>.300 Win. Mag., .30-06 Sprfd., .308 Win., .300 WSM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>8400 WSM</strong></td>
<td>.300 Win. Mag., .30-06 Sprfd., .308 Win., .300 WSM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>8400 MAGNUM</strong></td>
<td>.300 Win. Mag., .30-06 Sprfd., .308 Win., .300 WSM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Kimber rifles offer a combination of features that set them apart from other production brands. Barrels, chambers and triggers are crafted with critical match grade dimensions for unmatched accuracy. Pillar and glass bedding add strength and ensure that nothing shifts under recoil or during rough use. Walnut stocks are finished and checkered by hand, and reinforced carbon fiber stocks are the finest worn by any production rifle. Descriptions with critical match grade dimensions for unmatched accuracy. Pillar and glass bedding add strength and ensure that nothing shifts under recoil or during.

**CUSTOM DETAILS AND FEATURES FOUND STANDARD ON ALL KIMBER RIFLES:**

- Straight comb stock design projects recoil into the shoulder, not up and over or into the cheekbone.
- Positive 3-position wing safety with serrated lever is the finest ever designed.
- Adjustable match grade triggers break clean at 3-4 pounds.
- Four actions are designed around caliber families so you never have to carry more weight than you need.
- Pillar and/or glass bedding provides strength and accuracy.
- Each proportioned action gives near perfect balance for fast, positive aiming.

Kimber was founded in 1979, and its rifles have been favored by discriminating hunters and shooters ever since. Kimber offers a wide selection of classic sporting, hard-core hunting, unique varmint and no-compromise tactical rifles. Each is based on an action size designed with minimal dimensions for the cartridges family. Accuracy is the best measure of rifle quality, and reliability follows. Each rifle is manufactured under the Kimber SUB MOA Accuracy Standard.

On the following pages you will find model details unique to each model in addition to the features outlined on this page.

Kimber rifles offer a combination of features that set them apart from other production brands. Barrels, chambers and triggers are crafted with critical match grade dimensions for unmatched accuracy. Pillar and glass bedding add strength and ensure that nothing shifts under recoil or during rough use. Walnut stocks are finished and checkered by hand, and reinforced carbon fiber stocks are the finest worn by any production rifle. Descriptions with critical match grade dimensions for unmatched accuracy. Pillar and glass bedding add strength and ensure that nothing shifts under recoil or during.

### Kimber Rifles

**Kimber Rifles Offer a Combination of Features**

- Kimber rifles offer a combination of features that set them apart from other production brands. Barrels, chambers and triggers are crafted with critical match grade dimensions for unmatched accuracy. Pillar and glass bedding add strength and ensure that nothing shifts under recoil or during rough use. Walnut stocks are finished and checkered by hand, and reinforced carbon fiber stocks are the finest worn by any production rifle. Descriptions with critical match grade dimensions for unmatched accuracy. Pillar and glass bedding add strength and ensure that nothing shifts under recoil or during.
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**Kimber Rifles Offer a Combination of Features**

- Kimber rifles offer a combination of features that set them apart from other production brands. Barrels, chambers and triggers are crafted with critical match grade dimensions for unmatched accuracy. Pillar and glass bedding add strength and ensure that nothing shifts under recoil or during rough use. Walnut stocks are finished and checkered by hand, and reinforced carbon fiber stocks are the finest worn by any production rifle. Descriptions with critical match grade dimensions for unmatched accuracy. Pillar and glass bedding add strength and ensure that nothing shifts under recoil or during.

---

**Custom Details and Features Found Standard on All Kimber Rifles:**

- Straight comb stock design projects recoil into the shoulder, not up and over or into the cheekbone.
- Positive 3-position wing safety with serrated lever is the finest ever designed.
- Adjustable match grade triggers break clean at 3-4 pounds.
- Four actions are designed around caliber families so you never have to carry more weight than you need.
- Pillar and/or glass bedding provides strength and accuracy.
- Each proportioned action gives near perfect balance for fast, positive aiming.

---

**Kimber was founded in 1979, and its rifles have been favored by discriminating hunters and shooters ever since. Kimber offers a wide selection of classic sporting, hard-core hunting, unique varmint and no-compromise tactical rifles. Each is based on an action size designed with minimal dimensions for the cartridges family. Accuracy is the best measure of rifle quality, and reliability follows. Each rifle is manufactured under the Kimber SUB MOA Accuracy Standard.**

---

**On the following pages you will find model details unique to each model in addition to the features outlined on this page.**
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**Kimber Rifles Offer a Combination of Features**

- Kimber rifles offer a combination of features that set them apart from other production brands. Barrels, chambers and triggers are crafted with critical match grade dimensions for unmatched accuracy. Pillar and glass bedding add strength and ensure that nothing shifts under recoil or during rough use. Walnut stocks are finished and checkered by hand, and reinforced carbon fiber stocks are the finest worn by any production rifle. Descriptions with critical match grade dimensions for unmatched accuracy. Pillar and glass bedding add strength and ensure that nothing shifts under recoil or during.
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**Kimber Rifles Offer a Combination of Features**

- Kimber rifles offer a combination of features that set them apart from other production brands. Barrels, chambers and triggers are crafted with critical match grade dimensions for unmatched accuracy. Pillar and glass bedding add strength and ensure that nothing shifts under recoil or during rough use. Walnut stocks are finished and checkered by hand, and reinforced carbon fiber stocks are the finest worn by any production rifle. Descriptions with critical match grade dimensions for unmatched accuracy. Pillar and glass bedding add strength and ensure that nothing shifts under recoil or during.
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**Kimber Rifles Offer a Combination of Features**

- Kimber rifles offer a combination of features that set them apart from other production brands. Barrels, chambers and triggers are crafted with critical match grade dimensions for unmatched accuracy. Pillar and glass bedding add strength and ensure that nothing shifts under recoil or during rough use. Walnut stocks are finished and checkered by hand, and reinforced carbon fiber stocks are the finest worn by any production rifle. Descriptions with critical match grade dimensions for unmatched accuracy. Pillar and glass bedding add strength and ensure that nothing shifts under recoil or during.
TRADITIONAL

CLASSIC SELECT GRADE

- French walnut
- Matte finish
- Positive 2-position wing safety, adjustable match grade trigger set to 3-4 pounds
- Full-length Mauser claw extractor delivers superior controlled round feeding and extraction
- Barrels and chambers are machined to critical match grade dimensions
- 24 lines-per-inch hand finished checkering
- Real ebony forend tip

SUPERAMERICA

- AAA-grade walnut
- Check piece
- Positive 2-position wing safety, adjustable match grade trigger set to 3-4 pounds
- Full-length Mauser claw extractor delivers superior controlled round feeding and extraction
- Barrels and chambers are machined to critical match grade dimensions
- 24 lines-per-inch hand finished checkering
- Real ebony forend tip
- Hand polished bluing

KIMBER’S TRADITIONAL BIG GAME RIFLES offer an unequaled combination of features, elegance and performance. All actions have minimal dimensions for the cartridges they chamber, permitting a trim overall profile that reduces weight by as much as two pounds. Stocks are born of fine walnut and then checkered and finished by hand. All traditional rifles include critical design features that ensure performance and dependability. The elegant pillar and glass bedded sporter stock is carefully shaped and dimensioned from fine walnut for both recoil control and quick pointability. This properly dimensioned classic stock and recoil-absorbing 1-inch Pachmayr Decelerator recoil pad diminish felt recoil. The straight comb stock slides back into the shoulder, not up into the cheekbone. A sculpted steel bottom metal has a floorplate release inside the trigger bow that prevents accidental opening. Chambered in a wide selection of calibers, the traditional rifle family offers the ideal combination for any type of game. Just as hunting is more than a sport, a Kimber traditional rifle is more than a rifle.

A complete presentation of specifications and features begins on page 61.

THE FEATURES DETAILLED ON THESE PAGES ARE OFFERED IN ADDITION TO THE STANDARD FEATURES FOUND ON EVERY RIFLE LISTED ON PAGE 44.
A TRUE MOUNTAIN RIFLE must be light and accurate – hardcore hunters understand. Montana™, Adirondack™ and Mountain Ascent™ models are the lightest production big game rifles ever offered, delivering legendary Kimber accuracy yet still weighing as little as 4 pounds, 13 ounces. Reinforced carbon fiber stocks add strength and stainless steel shrugs the elements. All Kimber Mountain rifles offer a threaded barrel for optional use of muzzle brakes and suppressors. Montana rifles combine all the best Kimber features in a lightweight, stainless steel and reinforced carbon fiber package that guarantees performance. Adirondack and Mountain Ascent models go even further. Featuring a spiral fluted bolt body and hollow bolt knob, the Adirondack is compact and fast. The Mountain Ascent has additional custom features, including a fluted barrel and muzzle brake to reduce felt recoil. Both wear Gore™ Optifade™ soft-touch stock treatments that blend into any environment and ship with matte black ring mounts. Optifade ring mounts and muzzle brake accessories are available separately. These rifles have no equal.

The features detailed on these pages are offered in addition to the standard features found on every rifle listed on page 44.

Matching Optifade Open Country and Elevated II ring mounts and Zeiss Conquest HD5 scopes are available separately.

A complete presentation of specifications and features begins on page 61.

NEW

THE FEATURES DETAILED ON THESE PAGES ARE OFFERED IN ADDITION TO THE STANDARD FEATURES FOUND ON EVERY RIFLE LISTED ON PAGE 44.
Kimber dangerous game rifles deliver unwavering reliability and charge-stopping energy. Equally important, they have critical features absent from other production rifles in heavy calibers. The Caprivi™ is designed for Africa and the Talkeetna™ is ready for the unpredictable weather of Alaska — places where Kimber quality takes on a whole new level of importance. The Model 8400 Caprivi has an AA-grade French walnut stock with a hand-rubbed oil finish, 24 lines-per-inch wrap-around checkering, ebony forend tip and traditional pancake cheek piece. It also has a 3-leaf island express sight with the fixed leaf regulated for 50 yards. The Talkeetna has a stainless steel barreled action and reinforced carbon fiber stock — the finest ever offered in a production dangerous game rifle — and is mounted with a single-leaf express sight. Both the Caprivi and Talkeetna have a full-length Mauser claw extractor for true controlled-round feeding and extraction, plus a 5-position safety that is positive, quiet and fast. A barrel band sling swivel stud will not contact the forward hand during recoil. Front sights on both of these rifles are hooded and adjustable for elevation and both folders remain green for custom regulation. These are the best production dangerous game rifles available and the game they were designed to hunt deserve nothing less.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODEL</th>
<th>ITEM</th>
<th>CALIBER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Caprivi™</td>
<td>3000692</td>
<td>.375 H&amp;H Mag.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caprivi™</td>
<td>3000728</td>
<td>.416 Rem. Mag.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caprivi™</td>
<td>3000705</td>
<td>.458 Lott</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Talkeetna™</td>
<td>3000706</td>
<td>.375 H&amp;H Mag.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
VARMINT Rifles must deliver pinpoint accuracy with absolute consistency regardless of field conditions. Kimber varmint rifles ensure this level of performance through a combination of match grade components, careful bedding and proper design. Light to heavy, there is a Kimber varmint rifle for any type of predator hunting or varmint shooting. Varmint™, LongMaster® Classic™ and Pro Varmint™ models are perfect for hunters who move and call. SVT™ (Short Varmint/Target) and LongMaster® VT™ (Varmint Target) are best suited for a day overlooking a prairie dog town. Their configuration has a heavy target stock shaped from ultra-stable laminated wood blanks. The high comb and deep pistol grip with palm swell are ideal for shooting prone or from a bench. All models have sculpted steel bottom metal with a floorplate release inside the trigger guard, which is both functional and elegant. Five specialized models cover it all, from predator calling to working from a stand.

**VARMINT & LONGMASTER CLASSIC**
- A-grade walnut sporter stock
- Stainless steel fluted barrel
- Match grade chamber
- Match grade trigger, which breaks at 3-3.5 pounds
- Pillar and glass bedding

**PRO VARMINT**
- Laminated stock
- Beavertail forend
- Stainless steel barrelled action

**SVT**
- Laminated high comb target stock
- 18.25-inch stainless steel bull barrel

**LONGMASTER VT**
- Laminated high comb target stock
- 26-inch stainless steel bull barrel

**SUB ROA RIFLES**
- Laminated high comb target stock
- 18.25-inch stainless steel bull barrel

A complete presentation of specifications and features begins on page 61.
The features detailed on these pages are offered in addition to the standard features found on every rifle listed on page 44.

Kimber builds five no-compromise tactical rifles to meet the requirement of military or law enforcement professionals. In these arenas, the need for accuracy and dependability takes on a new meaning. Kimber tactical rifles have match grade barrels, chambers and triggers for the highest degree of accuracy. Each action features a full-length Mauser claw extractor for the superior dependability of controlled-round feeding plus an extended bolt handle with an oversized bolt knob for positive operation regardless of field conditions. The Model 84M LPT™ (Light Police Tactical) is a light urban tactical rifle offering the advantages of short-barreled portability. The Patrol Tactical™ is a tough, full-sized model with a reinforced carbon fiber stock configured for optimum stability from any position. The folding stock of the Advanced Tactical SOC™ (Special Operations Capable) and Advanced Tactical SRC™ (Suppressor Ready Compact) is machined from aluminum. It has an integral rear monopod, two 1913 MIL-SPEC rails on the forearm, an adjustable comb and a forend rail for mounting a bipod. The match grade dimensions of the Advanced Tactical™ II barrel are verified with an air gauge to ensure accuracy and every rifle is built by hand, guaranteeing each to have fired a 3-shot group measuring .5 MOA prior to shipping. From a short, light configuration for fast deployment to three heavier models with advanced features for long-range precision, Kimber tactical rifles are ready for anything.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODEL</th>
<th>ITEM</th>
<th>CALIBER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Advanced Tactical™ II</td>
<td>3000769</td>
<td>.308 Win.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced Tactical™ II</td>
<td>3000770</td>
<td>.300 Win. Mag.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced Tactical™ II</td>
<td>3000784</td>
<td>6.5 Creedmoor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced Tactical SOC™</td>
<td>3000771</td>
<td>.300 Win. Mag.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced Tactical SOC™</td>
<td>3000773</td>
<td>.308 Win.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced Tactical SOC™</td>
<td>3000774</td>
<td>.308 Win.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced Tactical SRC™</td>
<td>3000785</td>
<td>.308 Win.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced Tactical SRC™</td>
<td>3000787</td>
<td>6.5 Creedmoor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A complete presentation of specifications and features begins on page 61.
YOU DON'T ACHIEVE THESE HEIGHTS BY GOING HALFWAY.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Frame Slide Barrel Sights Grips Trigger</th>
<th>Melt treatment</th>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Width</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Guide rod</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NEW Stainless Gold Match</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEW Gold Match</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEW Stainless Pro TLE/RL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEW Custom TLE/RL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEW  Stainless</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEW Stainless Pro Carry</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEW Ultra Carry</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Footnotes:**
1. The Flex™ II features a tan (slide) and green (frame) KimPRO® II finish, Crimson Trace Rail Master™ laser sight, lanyard ring and special grips with an aggressive texture.
2. Team Match™ frames have flatline 2. 18” guns have a 14” guide rod, and have a 7” guide rod on the slide.
3. Classic Carry models with Crimson Trace Laser Grips™ that project a green base are also available.
4. Weather™ models, along with the Pre-Certified Carbon Fiber models, have a ramped rear.
5. The new KimPRO® II frame has a slimmer profile and chamber safety, smooth magazine release, thinner ejection port, and greater reliability and easy in-line frame concealed carry.
6. Gold Combat models, Super Match, Classic Carry Elite and the Classic Carry Pro models, have reduced friction shoulders that elegantly blend the slide to the frame.
7. Master Carry models have Master Two-Tone Finish (Black/Green)™.
8. All Custom Carry, Master Carry, Super Carry and Master models, along with the Classic Carry Pro, have a reduced blade stop.
9. RF models are recommended for competition and include a removable threaded accessory cap.
10. The Warrior® SOC features a tan (slide) and green (frame) KimPRO® II finish, Crimson Trace Rail Master™ laser sight, lanyard ring and special grips with an aggressive texture.
11. New generation replaced full-length guide rods in 1911 Carry models now available in California.
12. Super Match has a new set of slide, that mapped and that the barrel crown.
### Micro Pistol Specifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Caliber</th>
<th>Weight (oz)</th>
<th>Length (in)</th>
<th>Height (in)</th>
<th>Grip Material</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Micro 9™ Two-Tone</td>
<td>9mm</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>Stainless</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro™ Two-Tone</td>
<td>9mm</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>Stainless</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro DC™</td>
<td>9mm</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>Stainless</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Solo Pistol Specifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Caliber</th>
<th>Weight (oz)</th>
<th>Length (in)</th>
<th>Height (in)</th>
<th>Grip Material</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Solo® Carry</td>
<td>9mm</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>Stainless</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solo® Carry DC</td>
<td>9mm</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>Stainless</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Revolver Specifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Caliber</th>
<th>Weight (oz)</th>
<th>Length (in)</th>
<th>Height (in)</th>
<th>Grip Material</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Classic K6s Stainless™ (LG)</td>
<td>.357 Mag.</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Stainless</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### General Information

- **Model**: Classic Solo Grade™
- **Caliber**: .357 Mag.
- **Weight**: 23 oz
- **Length**: 6 in
- **Height**: 4 in
- **Grip Material**: Stainless

**Footnotes**

8. All Classic Carry, Master Carry, Super Carry and Micro models, along with the Classic Carry II, have a rearward slide stop.

**Features Key**

- Fixed cocking shoulder
- Suppressor height
- High polish
- Full-length guide rod
- Cheekpiece
- Mauser claw extractor
- Picatinny rail, 20 minutes elevation
- Howell-style inletted rear swivel stud
- Flat top
- Cheekplate (which is available as an accessory)
- Adirondack also has a hollowed bolt knob.

**Additional Notes**

1. Weight can vary as much as 8 ounces due to natural wood density.
2. Barrel length indicated on Mountain Ascent rifles does not include muzzle brake.
3. Advanced Tactical and Advanced Tactical SOC and Advanced Tactical SRC rifles are shipped with one (1) 5-round detachable magazine. Additional 5- and 10-round magazines are available as an accessory.
4. Adirondack and Mountain models have a threaded barrel and ship with a threaded stainless cap, but do not include a muzzle brake (which is available as an accessory). Adirondack also has a hollowed bolt knob.
Technology, ergonomics and unmatched performance make PepperBlaster® and PepperBlaster® II the most effective less-lethal protection available today. PepperBlaster isn’t spray; it’s better. Don’t spray...shoot.

- PepperBlaster and Pepper Blaster II use patented Jet Technology to propel two separate blasts of potent OC at 112 MPH. This speed keeps each blast on target and reduces the risk of blowback or drift. Unlike sprays, PepperBlaster does not lose pressure over time.
- A powerful solution of 10% Oleoresin Capsicum (OC) combines with benzyl alcohol to create the most effective inflammatory agent available. Effects are immediate and last up to 60 minutes.

Kimber pistol magazines are available in an assortment of finishes, sizes and calibers. 1911 magazines fit Kimber pistols, plus almost any brand and model of MIL-SPEC. The KimPro Tac Mag is the finest 1911 45 ACP magazine available today. Each has a quick-change system that permits immediate attachment of three included bases, along with large round count holes for any number of other bases. Kimber with a stainless steel magazine base plate.

Kimber less-lethal products contain a strong irritant; inflammatory agent derived from cayenne peppers. Avoid contact with skin and eyes. In case of contact, flush with water for at least 15 minutes.

Kimber firearms and less-lethal products should only be purchased and used in complete compliance with all laws; national, state and local. All suggestions for use in this catalog, or in any Kimber literature, must be within the control of those less-lethal customers and dealers are required to comply with all applicable laws.

Kimber less-lethal products for any purpose except lawful self-defense may be a crime. U.S. PAT. 6,951,070B2.

Kimber firearms and less-lethal products are shipped with a California-approved cable lock as a safety measure. Additionally, Kimber products are shipped in lockable high-impact cases.

Kimber holsters also fit most other MIL-SPEC 1911 pistols. Kimber holsters also fit most other MIL-SPEC 1911 pistols with 4- or 5-inch barrels. Rimfire Compact conversions fit Kimber and most other MIL-SPEC 1911 pistols with a 3- or 4-inch barrel. Installation takes 1 minute and does not require tools. See page 42 for more information.

Kimber’s pistol and rifle cases are shipped with a California-approved cable lock as a safety measure. Additionally, Kimber products are shipped in lockable high-impact cases.

Kimber Custom Shop™ can quickly, and professionally modify or personalize any Kimber pistol. Services include installation of night sights, custom finishes, part replacement, checking, milling, custom parts and tuning.

Kimber's pistol and rifle cases are shipped with a California-approved cable lock as a safety measure. Additionally, Kimber products are shipped in lockable high-impact cases.

Kimber less-lethal products should only be purchased and used in complete compliance with all laws; national, state and local. All suggestions for use in this catalog, or in any Kimber literature, must be within the control of those less-lethal customers and dealers are required to comply with all applicable laws.

Kimber firearms and less-lethal products contain a strong irritant; inflammatory agent derived from cayenne peppers. Avoid contact with skin and eyes. In case of contact, flush with water for at least 15 minutes.

Kimber firearms and less-lethal products should only be purchased and used in complete compliance with all laws; national, state and local. All suggestions for use in this catalog, or in any Kimber literature, must be within the control of those less-lethal customers and dealers are required to comply with all applicable laws.

Kimber Custom Shop™ can quickly, and professionally modify or personalize any Kimber pistol. Services include installation of night sights, custom finishes, part replacement, checking, milling, custom parts and tuning.

Kimber less-lethal products contain a strong irritant; inflammatory agent derived from cayenne peppers. Avoid contact with skin and eyes. In case of contact, flush with water for at least 15 minutes.

Kimber firearms and less-lethal products should only be purchased and used in complete compliance with all laws; national, state and local. All suggestions for use in this catalog, or in any Kimber literature, must be within the control of those less-lethal customers and dealers are required to comply with all applicable laws.

Kimber Custom Shop™ can quickly, and professionally modify or personalize any Kimber pistol. Services include installation of night sights, custom finishes, part replacement, checking, milling, custom parts and tuning.

Kimber less-lethal products contain a strong irritant; inflammatory agent derived from cayenne peppers. Avoid contact with skin and eyes. In case of contact, flush with water for at least 15 minutes.

Kimber firearms and less-lethal products should only be purchased and used in complete compliance with all laws; national, state and local. All suggestions for use in this catalog, or in any Kimber literature, must be within the control of those less-lethal customers and dealers are required to comply with all applicable laws.

Kimber Custom Shop™ can quickly, and professionally modify or personalize any Kimber pistol. Services include installation of night sights, custom finishes, part replacement, checking, milling, custom parts and tuning.

Kimber less-lethal products contain a strong irritant; inflammatory agent derived from cayenne peppers. Avoid contact with skin and eyes. In case of contact, flush with water for at least 15 minutes.

Kimber firearms and less-lethal products should only be purchased and used in complete compliance with all laws; national, state and local. All suggestions for use in this catalog, or in any Kimber literature, must be within the control of those less-lethal customers and dealers are required to comply with all applicable laws.

Kimber Custom Shop™ can quickly, and professionally modify or personalize any Kimber pistol. Services include installation of night sights, custom finishes, part replacement, checking, milling, custom parts and tuning.

Kimber less-lethal products contain a strong irritant; inflammatory agent derived from cayenne peppers. Avoid contact with skin and eyes. In case of contact, flush with water for at least 15 minutes.

Kimber firearms and less-lethal products should only be purchased and used in complete compliance with all laws; national, state and local. All suggestions for use in this catalog, or in any Kimber literature, must be within the control of those less-lethal customers and dealers are required to comply with all applicable laws.

Kimber Custom Shop™ can quickly, and professionally modify or personalize any Kimber pistol. Services include installation of night sights, custom finishes, part replacement, checking, milling, custom parts and tuning.